
   Waterborne solutions for furniture and interior wood 

    Quick drying, minimal fibre raising and scratch resistant 

    Extensive colour matching available 

    Environmentally friendly systems with low VOC contents.

Anker Stuy Coatings Ltd
Units 25 & 26 Alpha Park
Mallard way/Bretton 
Peterborough 
PE3 8AF
01733 215444

 ANKER STUY  
  INTERIOR  
   SOLUTIONS 



OPAQUE SYSTEM FOR INTERIOR FURNITURE: 

PRIMER
17-0556  \  Ankocryl Interior Filling Primer 
A high quality filling primer for MDF with nice flow and excellent sanding 
properties.  This product can be applied using all types of equipment including 
conventional gravity fed pot guns (larger nozzle sizes 2.5mm and above), HVLP 
apparatus and air assisted airless pumps. A thick coat can be applied to fill the 
MDF depending on the quality of the MDF. The product sands very nicely to 
provide a very smooth finish for subsequent topcoats. It can be tinted to a range 
of colours going as dark as a mid-grey such as RAL7037 to make top coating with 
darker colours an easier process. Can be forced dried by a range of techniques 
including catalytic IR. May also be applied by curtain coating.

TOPCOATS 
17-0865  \  Ankocryl Interior Opaque Topcoat 
A quick drying and hard wearing interior opaque topcoat giving an exceptional 
smooth finish for interior use such as kitchen cabinets and bedroom furniture.
Can be applied using conventional gravity fed pot and HVLP apparatus.   
Superb flow to afford a very smooth pleasing finish with scratch and abrasion 
resistant qualities. 

11-0030 \  Ankolux Aqua PU
Waterborne semi-gloss intermediate and finishing coat for brush application 
onto interior timber surfaces especially suited for interior trim and furniture as 
long as the furniture is not subject to heavy abrasion.



Reference case: 
Westminster Abbey.  
The chairs have been 
treated with our  
Ankocryl Interior  
Satin Finish over 
a specially designed 
stain colour.

     TRANSPARENT INTERIOR PRODUCTS: 

SPRAY APPLIED TRANSPARENT INTERIOR LACQUERS
Ankocryl Interior Clear lacquers  \   
17-0870, 17-0873 and 17-0878.
This range of hard wearing and highly scratch resistance lacquers give a 
pleasing range of sheen levels and are ideal for all interior furniture uses.  
They can be applied using conventional gravity fed pot guns, HVLP apparatus 
and air assisted airless pumps.  As with all the Anker Stuy interior primers and 
finishes they have excellent flow and levelling giving a very classy smooth 
appearance.  They have high clarity and are non-yellow.  The higher sheen ver-
sions maybe used as a finish to alter the sheen of the opaque finish if required.  
Gloss levels and codes are shown below.

17-0870  \  Ankocryl Interior Clear Lacquer Nature Matt
This product leaves a natural finish without any gloss. A wooden staircase or 
furniture will therefore retain its natural appearance. 

17-0873  \  Ankocryl Interior Clear Lacquer Satin

17-0878  \  Ankocryl Interior Clear Lacquer Gloss
 This product has a 70% gloss level.



SYSTEM FOR OPAQUE FINISH ON MDF: 
2 x 17-0556 Ankocryl Interior Filling Primer 
1 x 17-0865 when spraying horizontal 

SYSTEM FOR HARDWOOD STAIRCASE WITH NATURAL 
APPEARANCE: 
3 x 17-0870 Ankocryl Interior Clear Lacquer Nature Matt 

Go to our online webshop where you can find information regarding: 

  Warranty statement
  Recommendations for Accoya 
  Application recommendations 
  Care and maintainance 

Or get in contact with our team: 
General manager – Dave Christie  
number: 07838 356 648
Email: d.christie@ankerstuy.co.uk

Sales support - Nick Fisher  
number: 07810 161 314
Email: n.fisher@ankerstuy.co.uk

Or find us at 


